NEWS BULLETIN NO. 543

ILLEGAL ROCKEFELLER INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT ORDERS DOUBLE BLOODBATH IN PORTUGAL, ANGOLA

NOV. 26 (IPS) — A DOUBLE BLOODBATH AGAINST THE POPULATIONS OF PORTUGAL AND ANGOLA HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THE ROCKEFELLER-CONTROLLED NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL (NSC) — THE "INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT" WHICH ILLEGALLY RULES THE UNITED STATES — AS A DESPERATE ACT TO TERRORIZE THE INCREASINGLY POWERFUL WORLDWIDE OPPOSITION ARRAYED AGAINST THEM.

THE U.S. AIRCRAFT CARRIER INDEPENDENCE, TOGETHER WITH FIFTEEN OTHER VESSELS WERE AT THE LAST REPORT OF NEW YORK CITY RADIO STATION WLIB, ASSEMBLING OFF THE U.S. ARMED FORCES-DOMINATED AZORES ARCHIPELAGO, WITHIN TWO DAYS' SAILING TIME OF ANGOLA AND WITHIN ONE DAY SAILING TIME FROM PORTUGAL. ABOARD ARE 90 F-4 JETS EQUIPPED WITH MISSILES, NAPALM AND FRAGMENTATION BOMBS.

AT THE SAME TIME, ELEMENTS OF THE U.S. SIXTH FLEET ARE MOVING TOWARD POSITIONS OFF THE PORTUGUESE COAST. BOTH THIS AND THE AZORES DEPLOYMENT HAVE BEEN CONFIRMED BY PENTAGON AND NATO OFFICIALS CONTACTED HERE AND IN WESTERN EUROPE, AS WELL AS BY AN OFFICIAL IN THE WEST GERMANY FOREIGN MINISTRY, WHO ADDITIONALLY CONFIRMED THEIR RELATION TO PORTUGAL.

THE TROOP MOVEMENTS ORDERED BY THE NSC — OR BY THE 40 COMMITTEE — ARE PART OF A FASCIST COUP DEPLOYMENT FIRST LAUNCHED MONDAY NIGHT UNDER THE COVER OF A SPURIOUS "LEFT WING COUP" ATTEMPT IN PORTUGAL. IN ACTUALITY, THE "LEFT" PARATROOP UNITS WHICH SEIZED SEVERAL AIR FORCE BASES YESTERDAY — ONLY TO GIVE THEM UP TO RIGHT-WING COMMANDO UNITS WITHOUT A FIGHT — WERE THEMSELVES UNDER THE IMMEDIATE CONTROL OF THE U.S. AMBASSADOR TO PORTUGAL, FRANK CARLUCCI, NOTORIOUS AS A LONG-TIME AGENT OF THE ROCKEFELLER FAMILY AND A VETERAN OF FASCIST COUPS IN CHILE AND THE CONGO.

PREVIOUSLY, THESE SAME TROOPS HAD PARTICIPATED AS RIGHT-WING SHOCK TROOPS FOR THE ABORTIVE CIA COUP LE'ETAT OF MARCH 11, 1975. ONLY WEEKS AGO, THE PARATROOPERS' OFFICERS HAD BEEN DRAFTED TO LEAD THE RIGHT-WING PORTUGUESE SECURITY FORCE, AMI.

THE "LEFT" COUP WAS THE CARLUCCI-ARRANGED PRETEXT FOR A DRIVE BY RIGHT-WING, NATO-CONTROLLED UNITS TO DEPLOY AGAINST OTHER MILITARY UNITS IN PORTUGAL AND TO GUN DOWN WORKERS AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE POPULATION.

THE PORTUGUESE COMMUNIST PARTY (PCP) — WHICH YESTERDAY'S ROCKEFELLER-CONTROLLED WESTERN PRESS OUTLETS DESCRIBE AS HAVING BEEN BEHIND THE PARATROOPERS' MOVES — HAS, IN REALITY, ISSUED A COMMUNIQUE (MORE)
DENOUNCING THE PARATROOPER MOVE AS AN ADVENTURIST PROVOCATION THAT WILL STRENGTHEN THE DRIVE BY THE FASCIST RIGHT.

MEANWHILE, THE NSC-CONTROLLED PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT HAS CLOSED DOWN ALL OPPOSITION PRESS, RADIO AND TELEVISION. A TOTAL CURFEW IS NOW IN EFFECT.

THE PCP, PORTUGAL'S UNIFIED TRADE UNION MOVEMENT INTERSINDICAL, AND OTHER POPULAR FORCES ARE MOBILIZING TO DEFEND WORKING CLASS AND OTHER DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS AGAINST THE ROCKEFELLER FAMILY'S DRIVE TO RESTORE A FASCIST REGIME OF THE SALAZAR-CAETANO TYPE -- OVER WORKERS' BLOOD.

THE U.S. AND NATO DEPLOYMENTS IN THE AZORES AND BY THE SIXTH FLEET ARE INTENDED TO INTERVENE ON BEHALF OF THE FASCIST FORCES. THE AZORES FLEET IS ON THE CODED ALERT STATUS THAT IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES AN ACTUAL INVASION. WITHIN PORTUGAL ITSELF, THE NSC OPERATION IS BEING RUN OUT OF CIA HEADQUARTERS IN OPORTO, SET UP BY ROCKEFELLER AGENT CARLUCCI PERSONALLY IN A TRIP TWO WEEKS AGO TO PORTO AND THROUGHOUT THE NORTH. IMPORTANT COORDINATING ROLES OUTSIDE PORTUGAL ARE BEING PERFORMED BY THE EXILED EX-Nazi PORTUGUESE GENERAL, ANTONIO DE SPINOLA, NOW TOURING THE U.S. AND CANADA UNDER THE SPONSORSHIP OF THE DAVID ROCKEFELLER-HEADED COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS IN NEW YORK.

IT IS WELL-KNOWN IN WASHINGTON CIRCLES THAT ROCKEFELLER FAMILY SERVANT SECRETARY OF STATE HENRY KISSINGER STILL HEADS THE "SPECIAL ACTION GROUP," WHICH LAUNCHES SUCH FASCIST COUPS FOR THE ROCKEFELLERS. IT IS ALSO WELL-KNOWN THAT HENRY KISSINGER PERSONALLY SUPERVISED THE SEPTEMBER 1973 FASCIST COUP IN CHILE.

BREZHNEV SPEECH BLACKED OUT

MORE OMINOUSLY, A CoORDINATED PRESS BLACKOUT IS NOW IN EFFECT CONCEALING REPORTAGE OF AN IMPORTANT SPEECH BY SOVIET PARTY CHIEF LEONID BREZHNEV YESTERDAY. IN HIS SPEECH, BREZHNEV WARNED THAT ENEMIES OF DETENTE WITHIN THE U.S. WERE NOW SEEKING PROVOCATIONS IN A GROWING NUMBER OF REGIONS OF THE WORLD AND THAT THIS WAS BRINGING HUMANITY TO "THE BRINK OF A HOT WAR," WITH ATTENDANT DANGERS OF REDUCING THE WORLD TO THERMONUCLEAR RUBBLE.

SECRETARY OF STATE KISSINGER, VICE PRESIDENT NELSON ROCKEFELLER, AND THE REST OF THE ROCKEFELLER FAMILY'S INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT STILL REMAIN EMPLACED TO OVERTHROW GOVERNMENTS, ASSASSINATE OPPOSITION POLITICAL LEADERS, RUN DRUGS AND GUNS, AND MORE IMMEDIATELY, JEOPARDIZE THE ENTIRE HUMAN RACE WITH THE IMMINENT THREAT OF THERMONUCLEAR CONFRONTATION.

A WORLDWIDE MOBILIZATION MUST NOW BE LAUNCHED TO DESTROY, ONCE AND FOR ALL, THIS ILLEGAL INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT — USING THE OCCASION OF THEIR NOW OPERATIONAL INVASION-FORCE-BACKED BLOODBATHS IN PORTUGAL AND ANGOLA.

THESE OPERATIONS, IF NOT IMMEDIATELY CHECKED, IMMEDIATELY THREATEN THE PERMANENT DESTRUCTION OF DETENTE — AND THEREBY THE HOPE FOR EXPANDED EAST-WEST TRADE WHICH IS THE ONLY MEANS OF HALTING THE PRESENT CATACLYSMIC DEPRESSION/Collapse OF INDUSTRIAL ORDERS — AND CARRY WITH THEM THE DANGER OF THERMONUCLEAR WAR.
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